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Abstract. We introduce a privacy enhancing cloud service architecture
based on the Direct Anonymous Attestation (DAA) scheme. In order to
protect user data, the architecture provides cloud users with the abilities
of controlling the extent of data sharing among their service accounts. A
user is then enabled to link Cloud Service applications in such a way, that
his/her personal data are shared only among designated applications.
The anonymity of the platform identity is preserved while the integrity of
the hardware platform (represented by Trusted Computing conﬁguration
register values) is proven to the remote servers. Moreover, the cloud
service provider can assess user account activities, which leads to eﬃcient
security enforcement measures.
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1.1

Introduction
Cloud Services

Cloud Services are becoming ever more popular because they oﬀer users mobility, scalability and reliability. For instances, users are able to access computer
systems using a web browser regardless of their locations or what devices they
are using. And as the cloud infrastructure is oﬀ-site (typically oﬀered by the
third party), it drastically reduces the operational expenditure of a business.
Google is currently one of the most popular Cloud Service providers. The
Google business model is likely to set a trend for future Cloud Service providers.
Under a Google account, a user is able to access his registered services oﬀered
by Google. This includes the popular Gmail, Picasa Web Album, and Google
Talk. Google oﬀers other tools, we shall name a few more as they pertain to the
privacy discussion in the next section. Google Buzz [2] is a social networking
and messaging tool integrated with Gmail. Google Latitude [3] is a geo-location
tool that allows friends to know where the user is via Google Map (Figure 1).
The tool has a “Location History” feature which stores and analyzes a user’s
location (via user’s mobile phone) over time, and it also attempts algorithmically
to determine where a person lives and works and other information relating to
a person’s proﬁle [23].
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Fig. 1. Location History feature in Google Latitude

1.2

Privacy Concerns

Cloud Services often use a centralized approach when it comes to data storage of
an individual’s user account. For example, Google Dashboard 1 is a place where
a user can login and view data that Google services have collected about the
user. This includes user-provided information (names, addresses, proﬁles), and
data contained in each of the service accounts (emails in Gmail, events in Google
Calendar, photos in Picasa).
Some of the Google services have already drawn criticisms [22,7] because of
privacy concerns. As Cloud Services such as Google collect more and more personal data and store them in a centralized manner, the consequence of exposing
or leaking an account’s information could be nightmarish. Just imagine someone
taps into your account, can by clicking mouse a few times, discover who you are
(name in the proﬁle), where you live (home address), where you work (working
address), who your friends are (mail contacts or Google Buzz ), what your habits
are (Google Latitude), and your ﬁnancial data(Google Checkout ). Such a scenario
is not ﬁction-writing. According to Google [21] and its transparency report [4],
the company receives constant requests from governments around the world to
provide information on Google Service users. It is desirable that some measures
of data control are available on the part of users.
1.3

Trusted Computing Background

The Trusted Computing Group (TCG) is an industry standards body formed
to develop and promote speciﬁcations for trusted computing and security technologies. Trusted Platform Module (TPM) is a hardware chip embedded in platforms that can carry out various cryptographic functions. TPM has a set of
1
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special volatile registers called platform configuration registers (PCRs). These
160-bit long registers are used to keeping track of the integrity information during a bootstrap process. The TCPA speciﬁcation deﬁnes a set of functions for
reporting PCR values [19,20]. When the TPM reports the values of the integrity
metrics that it has stored, the TPM signs those values using a TPM identity.
The process of reporting the integrity of a platform is known as remote attestation. To achieve the goals of remote attestation, TCG has introduced in
version 1.1 speciﬁcations the concept of privacy certiﬁcation authority (Privacy
CA) [19]. It works brieﬂy as follows. Each TPM is equipped with an RSA key
pair called an Endorsement Key (EK). The Privacy CA is assumed to know the
Endorsement Keys of all valid TPMs. Now, when TPM needs to authenticate
itself to a veriﬁer, it generates a second pair of RSA key called an Attestation
Identity Key (AIK), it sends the AIK public key to the Privacy CA, and authenticates this public key w.r.t the EK. The Privacy CA will check whether it ﬁnds
the EK in its list and, if so, issues a certiﬁcate to the TPM’s AIK key. The TPM
can then forward this certiﬁcate to the veriﬁer and authenticate itself w.r.t. this
AIK. A user may lose his anonymity in this scheme if the privacy CA and the
veriﬁer collude.
As discussed by Brickell, Camenisch and Chen [10], version 1.2 of the TCG
speciﬁcations incorporate the Direct Anonymous Attestation (DAA) protocol.
This protocol is designed to address anonymity issues of remote attestation. In
such a scenario, the server only learns that the platform is trusted, but not the
identity of the platform. The DAA protocol oﬀers user-controlled linkability.
1.4

Contribution

We introduce in this paper a Cloud Service Architecture based on the Direct
Anonymous Attestation Scheme. The key features of the proposed service architecture are:
– A user is able to link Cloud Service applications in such a way, that his/her
personal data are shared only among the designated application group.
– The service provider has better assessment and control of a user’s accounts,
which leads to eﬃcient security enforcement measures.
The plan of the paper is as follows. Section 2.1 - 2.2 presents a high-level description of the Direct Anonymous Attestation (DAA) scheme. Some of the technical
features of DAA are explained in section 2.3 - 2.5. The DAA-enabled Cloud
Service Architecture is presented in section 3. Section 3.1 - 3.4 explains the
components of this architecture and related implementation issues.

2

DAA Protocol Overview

The Direct Anonymous Attestation (DAA) scheme [10] draws upon techniques
from the Camenisch-Lysyanskaya (CL) signature scheme [13], identity escrow
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and credential systems. The protocol allows remote attestation of a trusted platform while preserving the privacy of the system user. We outline below the important features of the DAA protocol. A more comprehensive description of the
DAA scheme can be found in [20,10].
The DAA scheme is made up of two sub-protocols: DAA join and DAA sign.
2.1

DAA Join Protocol

The Join protocol enables the Host/TPM to obtain a DAA certiﬁcate from the
DAA issuer.
Let (n, S, Z, R) be the DAA issuer public key, where n is an RSA modulus, and
S, Z, R are integers modulo n. We assume that the platform (TPM) is already
authenticated to the DAA issuer via its Endorsement Key, EK.
The TPM ﬁrst generates a secret value f , and constructs the blind message

U := Rf S ν mod n where ν  is a “blinding” value chosen randomly. The TPM
also computes NI = ζIf , where ζI = (hash(1||bsnI ))(Γ −1)/ρ (mod Γ ), and Γ, ρ
are components of DAA issuer’s public key. The TPM then sends (U, NI ) to the
DAA issuer, and convinces the DAA issuer that U and NI are correctly formed
(using zero knowledge proof). If the DAA issuer accepts the proof, it will sign the
1/e

mod n, where ν  is a random
blind message U , by computing A = USZν 
integer, and e is a random prime. The DAA issuer then sends the TPM the triple
(A, e, ν  ), and proves that A was computed correctly. The DAA certiﬁcate is the
then (A, e, ν = ν  + ν  ).
2.2

DAA Sign Protocol

The sign protocol allows a platform to prove to a veriﬁer that it possesses a DAA
certiﬁcate, and at the same time, to sign and authenticate messages. The TPM
signs a message m using its DAA secret f , its DAA certiﬁcate, and the public
parameters of the system. The message m may be an Attestation Identity Key
(AIK) generated by TPM, or an arbitrary message. If m is an AIK, the key can
be later used to sign PCR data or to certify a non-migratable key. In addition,
the TPM computes NV := ζ f mod Γ where ζ is random or derived from the
DAA veriﬁer’s basename depending on the anonymity requirement (see section
2.3). The value NV allows for rogue tagging. The output of the sign protocol is
known as the DAA Signature, σ.
The veriﬁer veriﬁes the DAA signature σ. The veriﬁer needs to be convinced
that the TPM has a DAA certiﬁcate (A, e, ν) from a speciﬁc DAA issuer. This is
accomplished by a zero-knowledge proof of knowledge of a set of values f, A, e,
and ν such Ae Rf S ν ≡ Z (mod n). Further it needs to be shown that a message
m is signed by the TPM using its DAA secret f , where f is the same value in
the DAA certiﬁcate.
2.3

Variable Anonymity

The DAA protocol provides user-controlled anonymity and linkability. Precisely,
a platform/TPM can achieve the following two statuses: 1. veriﬁer linkable trans-
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action 2. veriﬁer non-linkable transaction. The statuses are controlled by the parameter: ζ. If non-linkable transactions are desired, a diﬀerent and random value
of ζ should be used for every interaction with a veriﬁer. If linkable transactions
are desired, ζ should be selected from a static basename based on the veriﬁer,
e.g ζ = (hash(1||bsnV ))(Γ −1)/ρ (mod Γ ).
2.4

Rogue Tagging

The DAA protocol has a built-in rogue tagging capability. A rogue TPM is
deﬁned when its secret value f has been extracted. Once a rogue TPM is discovered, the secret f values are distributed to all potential issuers/veriﬁers who
add the value to their rogue-list. Upon receiving NV , the veriﬁer can check if
˜
NV is equal to ζ f for all f˜ stemming from rogue TPMs, and hence tag the TPM
if necessary.
2.5

A Privacy Flaw Involving Corrupt Administrators

It is shown in [26] that an issuer and veriﬁer can collude to break the anonymity
of the user when linkable transactions are used. This privacy violation relies
on the assumption that an issuer and a veriﬁer share the same basename (i.e.
bsnI = bsnV ). The authors in the same paper suggest the following security
ﬁx. In the Join Protocol, compute ζI = (hash(0||bsnV ))(Γ −1)/ρ (mod Γ ). And
in the Sign Protocol, compute ζ = (hash(1||bsnV ))(Γ −1)/ρ (mod Γ ). Now this
leads to NI = NV regardless bsnI = bsnV . So the issuer and the veriﬁer can not
identify the user by matching the values NI and NV .

3

DAA-Based Cloud Service Architecture

The proposed Cloud Service Architecture is displayed in Figure 2. For simplicity,
our discussion is restricted to a single Cloud Service provider who acts both as
an issuer and veriﬁer. The user-privacy is preserved even when the Cloud Service
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Fig. 2. Privacy-Enhanced Cloud Service Architecture
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decides to employ another service for issuing DAA certiﬁcates (see section 2.5). A
DAA certiﬁcate is issued when a user registers/login an account. The credential
of the user is checked at this stage following the DAA Join protocol. After the
login, a user is able to set linkability options (section 3.2) among the services
oﬀered by the Cloud. When a user requests the usage of a particular service, the
permission is granted (or denied) by the Cloud Service acting as a veriﬁer after
further security analyses (see section 3.4). We discuss below in details the various
components of this architecture and some involved implementation issues.
3.1

Service Login

A user is required to login in order to use the services oﬀered by the Cloud. A
successful login provides the user a one-time DAA certiﬁcate, so that the user can
proceed to request further services. Figure 3 shows the behind-scene of a login
session for a TPM based platform. The user login session is implemented based
on the DAA Join protocol, and since ζI is constant (derived from the Cloud
Service basename), a rogue-list can be computed and kept afresh at desired time
interval. As soon as a TPM is compromised and its secret key f distributed,
the service provider can tag the rogue TPM by augmenting the rogue-list. The
tagged TPM will not be able to access the account at next login session.




 



Fig. 3. Cloud Service Login for a TPM

3.2

User-Controlled Linkablility

Upon a successful login, a user is allowed to set linking options among the
application services oﬀered by the Cloud. By Linkable Applications, we mean
that given two or more of service requests/usages originating from the same user,
the cloud service is not able to link them and conclude they originate from the
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same user. Of course, linkbility has meaning only when anonymity is achieved.
Anonymous attestation is achieved at the Service Login stage as explained in the
previous section. There are three service link-statuses. Figure 4 shows a typical
application linking scenario.
1. Non-linkable Application. Service is not able to link a user’s transactions
2. Single Application Linkability. Service is able to link a user’s transactions and data in a single application
3. Multiple Applications Linkability. Service is able to link a user’s transactions and data across the application group
The linkability mechanism hinges upon how a basename is selected (see section 2.3). For non-linkable applications, a random basename (random ζ) is used
during the service transactions. Typical non-linkable applications could be areas where a user performs web searches/browsing, and the user wishes to keep
anonymous his search content and also his search history non-linkable. Linkable
applications employ a static basename. In particular, each application group
(services a user wishes to link) employs a basename which should reﬂect the
service content of the application group (see section 3.3).
The decision as to what service applications to link is of course a personal one.
For example, some users may prefer to link services that contain their ﬁnancial
data (credit card number, investment portfolio, etc.). Some limited service users
may choose not to link any of the registered services. A Cloud Service should be
able to track a user’s activities in particular accounts. The history information
contained in an account is necessary for purposes such as billing, or further













































Fig. 4. User-Controlled Linkable Cloud Service Applications
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service upgrading. On the other hand, by restricting information sharing among
the service accounts, a user can be assured his/her information when divulged
will only contain those parts of the proﬁle.
3.3

Selecting a Basename

The linkable applications share a common basename. The basenames must be
available as soon as a user sets the linking conﬁguration, and before requesting
service usages. The current DAA scheme does not provide protocol procedures
specifying how basenames should be generated. One possible solution is to pregenerate a list of basenames containing all possible combinations of linkable
applications. This list is stored on the server and becomes available once a user
sets a particular linking conﬁguration. However, this solution may become impractical as the number of services increases (leads to an exponential growth of
options). A more eﬃcient solution might be to create a basename generating
program. Whenever a user sets the linking conﬁguration, suitable basenames
can be generated and saved on the servers. Smyth et als. [26] discussed some
alternative approaches in constructing and managing the basename lists.
3.4

Account Suspension/Closing

DAA rogue tagging capability allows Cloud Service providers to suspend or close
a user’s account when they see suspicious behavior on the part of a user. The
speciﬁcs of the rogue behavior is of course application dependent. For example,
in an application involving software download/upgrade, the Cloud Service may
require that remote platform to prove its trustworthiness by providing the platform’s PCR values. The failure of compliance or unsatisfactory reporting results
on the user part may lead to a rogue status. Other suspicious behavior could
be: above-normal usage of a particular account, repeated account creation and
deletion, and any other discretionary rules decided by the veriﬁer.
Also since a common basename (constant ζ) is used among linked-applications,
the Cloud Service (as a veriﬁer) is able to update the rogue list regularly. The
DAA Sign protocol can be eﬃciently carried out using batch proof and veriﬁcation techniques [14,8]. In fact, Chen’s asymmetric pairing based Sign Protocol
[14] is extremely computationally eﬃcient. For each signing process, the TPM is
only required to compute one exponentiation if linkability is not required, and
two exponentiations when linkability is required. The eﬃciency of this scheme
comes from an ingenious use of a batch proof and veriﬁcation scheme in proving
the discrete logarithmic equality between two group elements y1 and y2 to two
bases g1 and g2 respectively (i.e. logg1 y1 = logg2 y2 ) .

4

Related Work

The DAA scheme is introduced in the seminal paper [10]. The DAA protocol
is designed to address anonymity issues of remote attestation. Privacy ﬂaws
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were found after the introduction of the original protocol [25,26] and the corresponding security ﬁxes are suggested in [24,26]. There have been work done
to enhance capabilities of the original DAA scheme. Camenisch [12] suggested
a hybrid anonymous attestation scheme which combines the DAA and the privacy CA approaches. Brickell and Li [11] introduced a new DAA scheme called
Enhanced Privacy ID. The new DAA scheme while providing non-linkability, is
capable of revoking a TPM even if the TPM private key is unknown.
Data security and privacy is one of the biggest challenges in Cloud Computing. Cloud data must be protected not only against external attackers, but also
corrupt insiders (administrators). The information-centric approach [5,17] aims
to make cloud data self-intelligent. In this approach, cloud data are encrypted
and packaged with a usage policy. The data when accessed will consult its policy,
create a virtualization environment, and attempt to assess the trustworthiness
of the data environment (using Trusted Computing).
Applied Cryptography oﬀers tools to address privacy and security questions
related to cloud data. Recent advances in cryptography allow remote operations, manipulations and computations on encrypted cloud data. The predicate
encryption scheme [27,9] allows cloud based searches on encrypted documents.
Homomorphic encryption [18,28] and Private Information Retrieval (PIR) [15]
can perform computations on encrypted data without decrypting.
To make cloud services more secure and reliable, Google has launched a prototype hardware Cr-48, which is tailor-designed to run the Google Chrome Operating System [1]. The prototype hardware is shipped with Trusted Platform
Modules. About 60,000 Cr-48s were manufactured and distributed to testers and
reviewers in early December 2010. Reviews published in mid-December 2010 indicated that while the project holds promise, it is still not market-ready [29]. In
the EU framework, PrimeLife [6] is an ongoing research project funded by the
European Commission. The main objective of the project is to bring sustainable
privacy and identity management to future networks and cloud services.

5

Conclusion

Cloud Service is clearly becoming one of today’s most popular Internet-based
services, due to its cost-eﬃciency and ﬂexibility. The future development of
Cloud Services relies on mature technology deployment in areas, such as hardware/software security, data provision infrastructure, and reliable Third-party
data control [16].
To better protect user data, we have in this paper introduced a cloud service
architecture based on the Direct Anonymous Attestation scheme as outlined
in the Trust Computing Group speciﬁcation [20]. The theoretical DAA-based
architecture provides cloud users the abilities of controlling the extent of data
sharing among his service accounts, proving the integrity of his platform (PCR
values) to remote servers, and the most important of all, preserving anonymity
of the platform identity.
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